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(57) ABSTRACT 

A logic module for a programmable logic device includes 
shift register circuitry in addition to the conventional pro 
grammable memory cells and look-up table decoder or 
Selection control circuitry. In one embodiment the Selection 
control circuitry can access either the memory cells or the 
various Stages of the shift register. The shift register Stages, 
and preferably the master and Slave latches of each shift 
register Stage, are accessed in a Gray code order. All of the 
Stages of the shift register are preferably clearable in paral 
lel. The shift registers of two logic modules are preferably 
cascadable to facilitate providing longer shift registers. 
Clock circuitry may be provided to facilitate providing two 
clock signals that are the logical inverse of one another with 
a common enable Signal. 
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PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICE LOGIC 
MODULES WITH SHIFT REGISTER 

CAPABILITIES 

0001. This application claims the benefit of provisional 
patent application No. 60/200,656, filed Apr. 28, 2000, 
which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 This invention relates to programmable logic 
devices, and more particularly to the logic modules used in 
Such devices. 

0003. Many programmable logic devices include logic 
modules (also sometimes called logic elements) that are 
basically programmable look-up tables. See, for example, 
Cliff et al. U.S. Pat. No. 5,260,611, Cliff et al. U.S. Pat. No. 
5,689,195, Cliff et al. U.S. Pat. No. 5,909,126, Jefferson et 
al. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/266,235, filed Mar. 
10, 1999, and Ngai et al. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
09/516,921, filed Mar. 2, 2000. It is known to construct such 
logic modules So that the programmable memory bits and 
asSociated circuitry in a module can have other uses, e.g., to 
provide dynamic memory or shift register capabilities. See, 
for example, Freeman et al. U.S. Pat. No. 5,343,406, Freidin 
et al. U.S. Pat. No. 5,566,123, and Bauer U.S. Pat. No. 
5,889,413. In Some uses of programmable logic devices, 
however, normal shift registers may have various short 
comings, and rapid clearing of the known shift registers in 
logic modules may not be convenient or possible. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0004. In accordance with the present invention the look 
up table circuitry in a logic module of a programmable logic 
device is additionally provided with a separate shift register. 
The output Selection control circuitry of the look-up table (or 
Similar but separate Selection control circuitry) is used to 
Select and read out the contents of any desired shift register 
Stage. The shift register Stages are preferably coupled to the 
output Selection control circuitry in a pattern which facili 
tates using a Gray code to read the contents of the shift 
register. All Stages of the shift register are preferably clear 
able in parallel using a Single clear Signal. The shift registers 
in two logic modules may be cascaded together to facilitate 
the provision of longer shift registers. 

0005 Further features of the invention, its nature and 
various advantages will be more apparent from the accom 
panying drawings and the following detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0006 FIG. 1 is a simplified schematic block diagram of 
an illustrative embodiment of a portion of a representative 
programmable logic device logic module constructed in 
accordance with the invention. 

0007 FIG. 2 is a chart that is useful in explaining certain 
aspects of the circuitry shown in FIG. 1. 
0008 FIG. 3 is a simplified schematic block diagram 
showing in more detail an illustrative embodiment of a 
representative portion of the circuitry shown in FIG. 1. 
0009 FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic block diagram of 
an illustrative embodiment of programmable logic device 
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circuitry that includes multiple instances of circuitry of the 
type shown in FIG. 1 in accordance with the invention. 
0010 FIG. 5 is a simplified schematic block diagram of 
an illustrative embodiment of a portion of the circuitry 
shown in FIG. 4. 

0011 FIG. 6 is a simplified schematic block diagram of 
an alternative embodiment of a portion of a representative 
programmable logic device logic module constructed in 
accordance with the invention. 

0012 FIG. 7 is a simplified schematic block diagram of 
an illustrative programmable logic device which can be 
constructed in accordance with the invention. 

0013 FIG. 8 is a simplified block diagram of an illus 
trative System employing a programmable logic device in 
accordance with the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0014. As shown in FIG. 1, a portion of an illustrative 
embodiment of a representative programmable logic module 
10 in accordance with the invention includes 16 configurable 
(i.e., programmable) memory cells or RAM bits 20-0 
through 20-15. Logic module 10 also includes selection 
control circuitry 40 for selecting one of its 16 inputs 
C0-C15, and outputting a signal (“LUT OUTPUT”) indica 
tive of the selected input. Logic module 10 still further 
includes eight-stage shift register circuitry 60 having eight 
master latches alternating or interspersed with eight Slave 
latches. 

0015. In traditional look-up table mode, programmable 
function control element (“FCE”) 22 is programmed to 
control programmable logic connector (“PLC) 24 to apply 
the “A” input signal of logic module 10 to selection control 
input Signal terminal A of circuitry 40. In this programmed 
state, FCE 22 also controls all of PLCs 26-0 through 26-15 
to apply the output signals of memory cells 20 to the CO-C15 
data input terminals of Selection control circuitry 40. 
(Memory cells 20 are programmable like FCE 22 and can 
therefore be alternatively referred to as FCES 20.) Input 
Signals A-D, applied to Selection control input Signal termi 
nals A-D of circuitry 40, control which of its 16 input signals 
C0-C15 circuitry 40 selects as the basis for its LUT OUT. 
PUTsignal. 

0016. In shift register mode, FCE 22 is programmed to 
the State opposite to that described above. Accordingly, PLC 
24 selects the signal SR ADD0 as the signal to be applied to 
Selection control input Signal terminal A of circuitry 40. 
Similarly, each of PLCs 26 selects an associated one of the 
MASTER/SLAVE output signals of shift register 60 for 
application to circuitry 40. The input Signal A, which in 
traditional look-up table mode is applied to Selection control 
input signal terminal A of circuitry 40, is effectively “stolen” 
for use as the data input signal (“DIN”) to shift register 
circuitry 60. The applied data signal is shifted down through 
the Successive, alternating master and Slave latches of cir 
cuitry 60 in response to a clock signal applied to the CLK 
input terminal of circuitry 60. All stages of circuitry 60 can 
be cleared in parallel by asserting a clear Signal applied to 
the CLR input terminal of circuitry 60. 
0017. It will be noted that the 16 latches of shift register 
circuitry 60 are effectively re-ordered for connection to 
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inputs CO-C15 of selection control circuitry 40. For 
example, master latch 0 is connected to input C0 and Slave 
latch 0 is connected to input C1, but the next latch (master 
1) is connected to C3 rather than to C2, and slave latch 1 
(which follows master 1) is connected to C2. The re 
ordering becomes even more pronounced for Subsequent 
shift register Stages. For example, master 2 is connected to 
C6, slave 2 is connected to C7, master 3 is connected to C5, 
Slave 3 is connected to C4, and So on. This re-ordering is 
preferably Such that a “Gray code’ progression of the Signals 
applied to input terminals A-D of circuitry 40 will cause 
circuitry 40 to select the outputs of the shift register latches 
in shift register order. This use of Gray code is helpful in 
many applications, Such as efficient implementation of first 
in-first-out (“FIFO") memories. (The reference number 70 is 
used in FIG. 1 for the connections from circuitry 60 to 
circuitry 40.) 
0.018. The above-mentioned Gray code ordering is fur 
ther illustrated by FIG. 2, which shows shift register order 
of the shift register latches in the left-hand column, the 
CO-C15 input terminal to which each shift register latch is 
connected in the next-to-left-most column, and in the four 
remaining columns the A-D signal values that cause Selec 
tion of each CO-C15 input. The progression of A-D signals 
from top to bottom in FIG. 2 (and even looping back from 
bottom most to top-most) is a Gray code sequence because 
only one bit position changes in value in going from any 
Selection to the next Successive Selection. For example, to go 
from selection of master 0 (CO) to slave 0 (C1), only the 
value of the A input changes. Similarly, to go from Selection 
of slave 4 (C13) to master 5 (C15), only the value of the B 
input changes. This property of a Gray code works in either 
direction (i.e., whether one is progressing up or down in 
FIG. 2). For example, to go either up or down from master 
6 (C10) requires changing the value of only one of inputs 
A-D (in particular, to go down from master 6 to Slave 6 
(C11), only the value of input A changes; and to go up from 
master 6 to slave 5 (C14) only the value of input C changes). 
0019. The particular pattern of connections between cir 
cuitries 60 and 40 shown in FIG. 1 and tabularized in FIG. 
2 assumes that circuitry 40 is a binary-coded Selection 
circuit (i.e., that binary coded values of A-D (with A being 
the least significant (or low order) bit) Select respective 
inputs CO-C15). Thus inputs A-D with a binary-coded, 
aggregate decimal value of O Select input C0; inputs A-D 
with a binary-coded, aggregate decimal value of 1 Select 
input C1; inputs A-D with a binary-coded, aggregate deci 
mal value of 2 select input C2; and so on. If the internal 
organization of circuitry 40 is different than that described 
above, then the pattern of connections between the outputs 
of circuitry 60 and the inputs of circuitry 40 may be different 
than the pattern shown in FIG. 1 and tabularized in FIG. 2, 
although it will preferably still be such as to allow succes 
Sive shift register outputs to be Selected by Gray code inputs 
A-D. It should also be noted that the particular Gray code 
shown in FIG. 2 is only one example of many possible Gray 
codes, and that if a different Gray code is used, the pattern 
of connections between circuitries 60 and 40 may be dif 
ferent to conform to that different Gray code. 
0020 FIG. 3 shows an illustrative embodiment of a 
representative portion of shift register circuitry 60 in more 
detail. When the NENABLE signal is logic 0, NOR gates 
110a and 110b are both enabled to pass the clock signals 
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applied to their other input terminals. In particular, enabled 
NOR gate 110a outputs a clock signal which is the inverse 
of the applied CLK signal, and enabled NOR gate 110b 
outputs a clock Signal which is the same as the applied CLK 
signal (because of the effect of inverter 108). The output 
signal of NOR gate 110a is sometimes referred to as a 
SHIFT signal, and the output of NOR gate 110b is some 
times referred to as the SHIFTB signal. The immediately 
following discussion assumes that SHIFT and SHIFTB are 
determined by the CLK signal. The immediately following 
discussion also assumes that the clear Signal NCLR is logic 
1 to prevent clearing of Shift register circuitry 60. 
0021) When the SHIFT signal is logic 1 and SHIFTB is 
logic 0, pass gate 130 is enabled to apply the data input 
signal DIN to one input terminal of NOR gate 140M0. NOR 
gate 140MO is enabled to pass this signal (with logical 
inversion) because the signal applied to its other input 
terminal is logic 0 (because NCLR is assumed to be logic 1 
and inverter 120 inverts that signal). The output signal of 
NOR gate 140MO is inverted by inverter 142MO and fed 
back via pass gate 132 to the same node that receives the 
DIN signal from pass gate 130. (Pass gate 132 is enabled 
because the NCLR signal is logic 1 and its inverse (produced 
by inverter 120) is logic 0.) Inverter 142MO is not strong 
enough to over-ride the DIN signal passed by pass gate 130. 
Accordingly, the output signal of inverter 142MO immedi 
ately conforms to the DIN signal. When pass gate 130 is 
Subsequently disabled by the CLK Signal causing the States 
of SHIFT and SHIFTB to reverse, inverter 142MO is strong 
enough to hold the output node of pass gate 130 in the 
logical state that it was last driven to by DIN. Accordingly, 
that DIN signal value is latched into the first master latch 
(including elements 140M0 and 142M0) of shift register 
circuitry 60. Inverter 144MO inverts the output signal of 
NOR gate 140M0 for application to the MASTER 0 output 
terminal. Accordingly, the uninverted DIN signal value is 
available as the MASTER 0 output signal. 
0022. The SHIFT/SHIFTB signal state that turns off pass 
gate 130, turns on transistors 146M0a and 146M0b. In 
particular, when SHIFTB becomes logic 1, pass gate 130 is 
turned off, the master 0 latch of shift register circuitry 60 
latches in the most recent value of DIN, and transistors 
146MO are both turned on. When thus turned on, transistor 
146M0a applies the output signal of NOR gate 140M0 to the 
input terminal of inverter 142S0, and transistor 146M0b 
applies the output signal of inverter 144M0 to the lower 
input terminal of NOR gate 140S0. NOR gate 140S0 (like all 
of NOR gates 140 in FIG. 3) is enabled by the inverted 
NCLR signal to pass, with inversion, the Signal applied to its 
lower input terminal. Inverter 142S0, which is connected in 
closed loop feedback series with NOR gate 140S0 (via the 
lower input terminal of that NOR gate) is not strong enough 
to prevent the signals applied via transistors 146M0a and 
146MOb from causing the lower input node and the output 
node of the NOR gate to conform to those transistor Signals. 
Accordingly, when transistors 146M0a and 146MOb are 
enabled, the data value Stored in master latch 0 (elements 
140M0 and 142MO) transfers to slave latch 0 (elements 
140S0 and 142S0). When transistors 146M0a and 146M0b 
are subsequently turned off (by SHIFTB switching to logic 
0), inverter 142S0 is strong enough to maintain the lower 
input and the output of NOR gate 140S0 in the states to 
which they were driven by the signals from the master 0 
latch. Accordingly, the data value transferred from the 
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master 0 latch is now latched into slave latch 0. The output 
signal of NOR gate 140S0 is output via inverter 144S0 as the 
SLAVE 0 output signal of shift register circuitry 60. 
0023 Transfer of the data value from the slave 0 latch to 
the master 1 latch is similar to that described above for 
transfer from the master 0 latch to the slave 0 latch, except 
that it occurs during the other phase of the CLK Signal cycle. 
This is so because, whereas transistors 146M0a and 146MOb 
are enabled when SHIFTB is logic 1, transistors 146S0a and 
146S0b are enabled when SHIFT is logic 1, and SHIFT and 
SHIFTB are logic 1 during the two, mutually exclusive, 
different phases of the CLK signal. Also, while data is 
shifting from slave latch 0 to master latch 1, master latch 0 
is again enabled to receive the next data value DIN because 
pass gate 130 is enabled by the same state of the SHIFT/ 
SHIFTB signals that turns on transistors 146S0a and 
146SOb. 

0024. The shifting and latching operation of all the 
remaining Stages of shift register circuitry 60 is Similar to 
what has now been described. In particular, each master 
latch receives and stores data from DIN or the preceding 
slave latch when SHIFT is logic 1 and SHIFTB is logic 0, 
and each Slave latch receives and Stores data from the 
preceding master latch when SHIFT is logic 0 and SHIFTB 
is logic 1. 
0.025. During the time interval when the master latches 
are receiving data, each master latch and the preceding Slave 
latch are both outputting exactly the same signals (e.g., the 
MASTER 1 output signal is the same as the SLAVE 0 output 
Signal, there being preferably not even any difference due to 
logical inversion between these two signals). Similarly, 
during the time interval when the Slave latches are receiving 
data, each Slave latch and the preceding master latch are both 
outputting exactly the same signals (e.g., the SLAVE 1 
output signal is the same as the MASTER 1 output signal, 
again preferably with no logical inversion between these 
Signals). 
0026. The ability to read the same data from either of two 
adjacent shift register latches, and the fact that shifting 
within circuitry 60 is faster than decoding by circuitry 40, 
can help ease timing constraints associated with using the 
shift register. This is useful when implementing first-in/ 
first-out (“FIFO") memories using this shift register. See 
commonly assigned, concurrently filed U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. (attorney docket No. 174/188). 

0027) Although the above discussion shows that all 16 
latches of shift register circuitry 60 are readable via circuitry 
40, in many applications it may instead be desired to read 
only one of each master/slave pair (e.g., just the slave latch 
of each pair). This can, of course, be done by Supplying only 
the addresses A-D of the type of latch (either master or 
slave) that it is desired to read. Shift register circuitry 60 then 
functions as an eight-bit-maximum shift register. 
0028 Note that shifting of data through shift register 
circuitry 60 can be stopped at any time by causing the 
NENABLE signal (FIG. 3) to become logic 1, thereby 
causing NOR gates 110a and 110b to block the CLK signal. 
0029 All stages of shift register circuitry 60 can be 
cleared in parallel by causing the NCLR signal to become 
logic 0. This causes logic 1 to be applied to the upper input 
terminal of each of NOR gates 140. This forces the output 
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of each NOR gate 140 to logic 0, thereby over-riding any 
other data stored in the latch including that NOR gate. Pass 
gate 132 is also disabled. 
0030 FIG. 4 shows circuitry that can be provided to 
facilitate use of the shift register capabilities of two logic 
modules to produce a longer shift register. The circuitry of 
two representative logic modules 10 is shown in FIG. 4. In 
addition, Some other circuitry associated with the group or 
block 200 of logic modules that includes the depicted 
modules is shown in FIG. 4. This other circuitry, which is 
shared by all the logic modules in block 200, includes 
Secondary Signal Selection circuitry 210 and clock enable 
logic 220. Secondary signal Selection circuitry 210 is typi 
cally programmable circuitry for Selecting control signals 
like clock and clear signals for use by block 200. Circuitry 
210 may Select these Signals from any of Several Sources 
Such as clock or other “fast' Signal conductors that extend 
throughout the programmable logic device, or from other 
Sources Such as the general interconnect resources of the 
programmable logic device. FIG. 4 shows circuitry 210 
outputting two clear signals (CLRO and CLR1), a load or 
clear signal (LDORCLR), a clock signal (CLOCK), and a 
clock enable signal (CLKEN). These are only illustrative of 
the Signals and Signal types that circuitry 210 may output, 
and other generally similar Signals may be alternatively or 
additionally output. In general, the Signals output by cir 
cuitry 210 are shared by all of the logic modules 10 in block 
200. 

0031. The clock and clock enable signals output by 
circuitry 210 are used by clock enable logic 220 to produce 
two actual clock signals (CLK0 and CLK1). Each of logic 
modules 10 includes a PLC 230 for selecting one of these 
clock Signals as the clock signal used by the shift register 60 
of that logic module (i.e., the CLK signal shown in FIGS. 
1 and 3). The CLR0 signal is applied to the shift register 60 
of each logic module (i.e., as the CLR signal in FIG. 1, 
which corresponds functionally to the NCLR signal in FIG. 
3). The CLR1 signal in FIG. 4 is used as the source of the 
SR ADD0 signal in FIG. 4 (see also FIG. 1). In particular, 
each logic module 10 in FIG. 4 has programmable invert 
circuitry (including inverter 240 and PLC 242) for allowing 
the SR ADD0 signal of that logic module to be either the true 
or complement of the CLR1 signal. This capability is 
provided for the following reason: In a Gray code shift 
register (as opposed to a binary code shift register) the Slave 
latch addresses do not all end in 0. For this reason, pro 
grammable invert 240/242 can be used to modify the block 
200-wide low-order address at each logic module 10 so that 
different logic modules in the same block 200 can be 
configured as different length shift registers. With reference 
to FIG. 2, for example, a six-bit shift register ends with a 
Slave latch (slave 6) having a low-order address (A) of 1, 
while a five-bit shift register ends with a slave latch (slave 
5) having a low-order address (A) of 0. ASSuming that the 
CLR1 Signal holds a low value in shift register mode, a logic 
module 10 that is being used to provide a five-bit shift 
register will have its programmable invert 240/242 pro 
grammed to invert the CLR1 signal. A logic module 10 that 
is being used to provide a six-bit shift register will not invert 
the CLR1 signal. 
0032. The circuitry shown in FIG. 4 also includes ele 
ments that facilitate use of two logic modules 10 to provide 
a shift register having more than eight bits (or more than 16 
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latches). For example, if the two logic modules 10 shown in 
FIG. 4 are to be used together to provide a shift register 
longer than eight bits, the upper logic module may provide 
the first eight bits. One of the PLCs 250 associated with the 
upper logic module is programmed to output the slave 7 
latch output signal 62 (see also FIG. 1) of the upper logic 
module. (It should be noted that each slave 7 latch output 
signal 62 is available to the associated PLCs 250 without use 
of the associated look-up table decoder or Selection circuitry 
40. In other words, the final slave latch output signal 62 is 
available in parallel with the normal LUT OUTPUT signal.) 
This PLC 250 output is routed (e.g., via the programmable 
interconnect resources of the programmable logic device 
(indicated by dotted line 252)) to the A input of the lower 
logic module for shifting into the shift register portion 60 of 
that logic module. The appropriate extended shift register 
Stage is read out using the look-up table decoder of lower 
logic module 10. For example, if an extended shift register 
having ten Stages is desired, the upper logic module 10 
provides the first eight Stages and the lower logic module 10 
provides the final two stages. Thus the Second Slave latch 
(slave 1) of the lower logic module is read out to provide a 
LUT OUTPUT signal which is the end-point signal of a 
ten-bit shift register. The normal LUT OUTPUT of the upper 
logic module can still be used (i.e., by passing it out through 
the associated OR gate 260, the associated AND gate 262, 
and the one of the associated PLCs 250 that is not being used 
to output the Signal on the associated lead 62. This feature 
is useful for implementing Linear Feedback Shift Registers 
(“LFSRs”). 
0033) Another feature of the circuitry shown in FIG. 4 is 
the ability to use a block-200-wide signal as what is effec 
tively a fifth address signal (SR ADD4) to select between 
two cascaded LUT OUTPUT signals. This block-wide fifth 
address Signal is the LDORCLR signal, which is program 
mably invertable by each logic module 10 using elements 
270 (an inverter) and 272 (a PLC) associated with that logic 
module. For example, if a logic module does not invert the 
LDORCLR signal, the OR gate 260 associated with that 
logic module blocks the LUT output signal of the logic 
module while the LDORCLR signal is logic 1, and passes 
the LUT output signal while the LDORCLR signal is logic 
0. On the other hand, if the logic module inverts the 
LDORCLR signal, the associated OR gate 260 passes the 
LUT output signal while the LDORCLR signal is logic 1, 
and blocks it while the LDORCLR signal is logic 0. Each 
AND gate 262 receives the output signal of the associated 
OR gate 260 and the output of the AND gate 262 of the logic 
module above (if the intervening OR gate 280 is enabled by 
the associated PLC 282). Thus, if the programmable invert 
elements 270/272 of two adjacent logic modules are pro 
grammed so that one logic module inverts the LDORCLR 
Signal and the other logic module does not invert the 
LDORCLR signal, the state of the LDORCLR signal can be 
used to determine which of the LUT OUTPUT signals of 
those two logic modules passes out through the AND gate 
262 that can receive either of those signals. On the other 
hand, if both OR gates are passing their respective LUT 
OUTPUT signals (because both logic modules are pro 
grammed to apply the same logic 0. SR ADD4 signal to their 
OR gates 260), then the AND gate 262 receiving both of 
those OR gate 260 signals logically combines those signals 
as in a conventional cascade chain. 
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0034) Note that the above-described fifth address bit 
feature allows the addressing of all 32 latches in a cascaded 
16-bit shift register formed from two adjacent logic modules 
10 and with no additional logic module(s) being required to 
provide this capability. This feature is useful for implement 
ing efficient FIFO memories. 
0035 FIG. 5 shows additional details of a preferred 
embodiment of circuitry 210/220 in FIG. 4. In the embodi 
ment shown in FIG. 5 circuitry 210/220 includes several 
possible sources 310 for the CLR0 signal. Examples of 
Suitable Sources are any of Several So-called fast conductors 
for distributing Signals relatively widely throughout the 
programmable logic device and one of the inputs to the 
block 200 of logic modules 10 served by circuitry 210/220. 
PLC 312 selects a signal from any desired one of sources 
310, and programmable invert circuitry 314 inverts that 
signal (if desired) to produce the CLR0 signal. (Program 
mable invert circuitry 314 and other similar circuitries may 
be similar to elements like 240/242 in FIG. 4.) 
0036) Circuitry 210/220 also includes one or more 
ENABLE 0 signal sources (with programmable invert capa 
bilities). For example, one of the inputs to the block 200 of 
logic modules 10 served by circuitry 210/220 may be a 
Source for the ENABLE O signal. Several sources 330 for a 
CLOCK 0 signal are also included in circuitry 210/220. 
Examples of CLOCKO Signal Sources are inputs to the logic 
module block 200 served by circuitry 210/220, several 
dedicated clock Signals on the programmable logic device, 
and the above-mentioned fast signal conductors. PLC 332 
Selects the signal from one of Sources 330, and program 
mable invert circuitry 334 inverts that signal if desired. The 
ENABLE O signal and the CLOCK Osignal are respectively 
applied to the two input terminals of NOR gate 322. Accord 
ingly, NOR gate 322 passes the CLOCK 0 signal when 
enabled by the ENABLE O signal. 
0037. The elements of FIG. 5 that have been described 
thus far are substantially repeated in elements 340, 342,344, 
350, 352, 360, 362, and 364. Similar, but preferably (to at 
least Some extent) different, signal Sources are associated 
with elements 340,350, and 360. Thus the CLR1 signal can 
be different than the CLR0 signal, and the CLOCK1 output 
signal of NOR gate 352 can be different from and have a 
different enabling condition than the CLOCK0 output signal 
of NOR gate 322. The circuitry of FIG. 5 also includes one 
or more sources 370 for the LDORCLR signal, preferably 
including programmable invert capabilities. 
0038. The CLOCK 0 output signal of NOR gate 322 is 
applied to one input terminal of PLC 324. The output signal 
of PLC324 is applied to inverter 326. The CLOCK1 output 
signal of NOR gate 352 is similarly applied to one input 
terminal of PLC 354, and the output signal of PLC 354 is 
applied to inverter 356. The output signal of inverter 326 is 
the other input to PLC 354, and the output signal of inverter 
356 is the other input to PLC 324. This circuitry allows the 
CLK0 and CLK1 signals to be the logical inverse of one 
another, to have the same ultimate clock signal Source 
(CLOCK 0 or CLOCK 1), and to have the same enable 
(ENABLE 0 or ENABLE 1). This feature is useful for 
implementing efficient FIFO memories. Alternatively, 
CLK0 and CLK1 can be independent clock signals with 
independent enables. 
0039 When a logic module 10 is being used as a shift 
register, there should be no need to also use the register (not 
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shown) that is conventionally provided for optionally reg 
istering the LUT OUTPUT signal. Accordingly, to reduce 
the number of FCES that must be added to control the shift 
register function, the FCES provided for control of the LUT 
output register are preferably also used to control shift 
register operations. 

0040. From the foregoing it will be seen that the circuitry 
of this invention has a number of advantages. The invention 
adds little circuitry to existing LUT Structure to implement 
a clearable, variable-length shift register. Because of its 
unique implementation, the circuitry lends itself to useful 
applications that a normal shift register does not. Specialized 
logic functions can be realized using this shift register 
Scheme. One example is a Gray code Subtractor. Another 
example is efficient FIFO memories, which ordinarily 
require costly dual-port memories. FIFO memories are eas 
ily implemented with the present shift register logic modules 
due to the Gray-code ordering and cascade features. See 
commonly assigned, concurrently filed U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. (attorney docket No. 174/188) for 
additional information regarding Such possible uses as a 
Gray code subtractor and FIFO memories. This reference is 
hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

0041 FIG. 6 shows an alternative embodiment of logic 
module circuitry 10' in accordance with the invention. In 
circuitry 10' two circuits 40a and 40b-each similar to 
circuitry 40 in FIG. 1-are provided. Circuit 4.0a makes a 
selection from the outputs of RAM bits 20-0 through 20-15 
(similar to RAM bits 20-0 through 20-15 in FIG. 1) in 
response to inputs A-D. AS in FIG. 1, Signal Source A also 
provides the DIN signal to shift register 60, which is similar 
to shift register 60 in FIG.1. The outputs of shift register 60 
are connected to the CO-C15 inputs of circuit 40b via a 
pattern of interconnections 70 similar to the pattern used 
between elements 40 and 60 in FIG. 1, but without the need 
for FCES 26. Thus interconnections 70 preferably reflect a 
Gray code. Circuit 40b makes a selection from the signals 
received via interconnections 70 in response to inputs SR 
ADD0 and B-D. PLC 80 selects the LUT OUTPUT signal 
from the output signals of circuits 40a and 40b based on the 
programmed state of FCE 82. 

0042. Although the embodiment shown in FIG. 6 
includes duplication of circuitry 40 from FIG. 1, it elimi 
nates the need for the 16 PLCs 26 in FIG. 1. Thus the 
embodiment shown in FIG. 6 may be usable in some cases 
as an alternative to the FIG. 1 embodiment. 

0.043 FIG. 7 shows an illustrative programmable logic 
device 400 which can be constructed using logic modules 10 
and other features in accordance with this invention. (All 
further references to “logic modules 10' will be understood 
to include the alternative 10' of FIG. 6.) Programmable logic 
device 400 includes a two-dimensional array of intersecting 
rows and columns of blocks 200 of programmable logic (see 
the earlier FIGS. for details of illustrative construction of a 
typical block 200). Each row may also include a relatively 
large block 440 of programmable memory. Memory blocks 
440 are disposed on device 400 in a column. Blocks 420 of 
input/output circuitry and pads are disposed adjacent each 
end of each row and column of blocks 200/440. Horizontal 
interconnection conductors 450 are associated with each row 
of blocks 420/200/440. Vertical interconnection conductors 
460 are associated with each column of blocks 420/200 or 
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420/440. Block-feeding conductors 470 are associated with 
each block 200/440 for bringing signals from horizontal 
conductors 450 to the associated block 200 or 440. Input 
conductors 480 associated with each block 200 or 440 
deliver Signals (e.g., the input signals A-D of each logic 
module 10) from the associated conductors 470 to that block 
200 or 440. Output conductors 490a output signals (e.g., the 
LE OUTPUTS of each logic module 10) from each block 
200 or 440 to adjacent conductors 450. Output conductors 
490b similarly output signals from each block 200 or 440 to 
adjacent conductors 460. PLCs 452 are provided to selec 
tively interconnect intersecting conductors 450 and 470. 
PLCs 462 similarly selectively interconnect intersecting 
conductors 450 and 460, and PLCs 472 similarly selectively 
interconnect intersecting conductors 470 and 480. 
0044. Each of blocks 200/440 is programmable to per 
form one or more relatively simple logic, shift register, 
and/or memory tasks on Signals applied to that block via the 
associated conductors 480. The output signals that result are 
output via conductors 490. More complex logic, shift reg 
ister, and/or memory tasks can be performed by concatenat 
ing multiple blocks 200/440 via the interconnection 
resources (e.g., 450, 452, 460, 462, 470, 472, 480, 490) of 
device 400. Signals can be input to or output from device 
400 via I/O blocks 420. 

0045. It will be understood that FIG. 7 shows only one 
possible "architecture' of programmable logic devices in 
which the present invention can be used, and that the 
invention is equally usable in many other programmable 
logic device architectures. 
0046 FIG. 8 illustrates a programmable logic device 400 
of this invention in a data processing system 502. Data 
processing System 502 may include one or more of the 
following components: a processor 504; memory 506; I/O 
circuitry 508; and peripheral devices 510. These compo 
nents are coupled together by a system bus 520 and are 
populated on a circuit board 530 which is contained in an 
end-user system 540. 
0047) System 502 can be used in a wide variety of 
applications, Such as computer networking, data networking, 
instrumentation, Video processing, digital signal processing, 
or any other application where the advantage of using 
programmable or reprogrammable logic is desirable. Pro 
grammable logic device 400 can be used to perform a variety 
of different logic functions. For example, programmable 
logic device 400 can be configured as a processor or 
controller that works in cooperation with processor 504. 
Programmable logic device 400 may also be used as an 
arbiter for arbitrating access to a shared resource in System 
502. In yet another example, programmable logic device 400 
can be configured as an interface between processor 504 and 
one of the other components in system 502. It should be 
noted that system 502 is only exemplary, and that the true 
scope and spirit of the invention should be indicated by the 
following claims. 
0048 Various technologies can be used to implement 
programmable logic devices 400 having the features of this 
invention, as well as the various components of those 
devices (e.g., the above-described PLCs and the FCEs that 
control the PLCs). For example, each PLC can be a rela 
tively simple programmable connector Such as a Switch or a 
plurality of Switches for connecting any one of Several 
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inputs to an output. Alternatively, each PLC can be a 
Somewhat more complex element that is capable of per 
forming logic (e.g., by logically combining several of its 
inputs) as well as making a connection. In the latter case, for 
example, each PLC can be product term logic, implementing 
functions such as AND, NAND, OR, or NOR. Examples of 
components suitable for implementing PLCs are EPROMs, 
EEPROMs, pass transistors, transmission gates, antifuses, 
laser fuses, metal optional links, etc. AS has been mentioned, 
the various components of PLCs can be controlled by 
various, programmable, function control elements 
(“FCEs”). (With certain PLC implementations (e.g., fuses 
and metal optional links) separate FCE devices are not 
required.) FCES can also be implemented in any of several 
different ways. For example, FCES can be SRAMS, DRAMs, 
first-in first-out (“FIFO") memories, EPROMs, EEPROMs, 
function control registers (e.g., as in Wahlstrom U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,473,160), ferro-electric memories, fuses, antifuses, or 
the like. From the various examples mentioned above it will 
be seen that this invention is applicable to both one-time 
only programmable and reprogrammable devices. 
0049. It will be understood that the forgoing is only 
illustrative of the principles of this invention, and that 
various modifications can be made by those skilled in the art 
without departing from the Scope and Spirit of the invention. 
For example, the numbers of the various types of resources 
on device 400 can be different from the numbers present in 
the depicted and described illustrative embodiments. This 
applies to Such parameters as the number of Stages in each 
shift register circuitry 60, the number of logic modules 10 in 
each block 200, the number of blocks 200 in each row and 
column on programmable logic device 400, the numbers of 
the various types of conductors and connectors on device 
400, etc. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A logic module for use in a programmable logic device 

comprising: 

look-up table Selection control circuitry; 
shift register circuitry; and 

interconnection circuitry connecting the shift register cir 
cuitry to the look-up table Selection control circuitry in 
a Gray-code order. 

2. The logic module defined in claim 1 further compris 
Ing: 

a plurality of memory circuits, and 
Switching circuitry configured to allow the look-up table 

Selection control circuitry to alternatively access the 
shift register circuitry and the memory circuits. 

3. The logic module defined in claim 1 further compris 
Ing: 

a plurality of memory circuits, 

additional Selection control circuitry connected to the 
memory circuits, and 

output Selection circuitry configured to Select either one of 
the look-up table Selection control circuitry and the 
additional Selection control circuitry as a Source of an 
output signal. 
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4. The logic module defined in claim 1 further compris 
ing: 

clear circuitry configured to clear all Stages of the shift 
register circuitry in parallel. 

5. The logic module defined in claim 1 wherein each Stage 
of the shift register circuitry includes a master latch circuit 
connected in Series to feed a slave latch circuit, which is 
connected in Series to feed the master latch circuit of a next 
Successive Stage of the shift register. 

6. The logic module defined in claim 5 wherein the 
interconnection circuitry connects each master and Slave 
latch circuit of the shift register to the look-up table Selection 
control circuitry in a Gray-code order. 

7. The logic module defined in claim 5 wherein each 
master and slave latch circuit has an output circuit config 
ured to provide an output Signal having the Same polarity as 
the output circuit of the preceding latch circuit when data is 
fed to the latch circuit from the preceding latch circuit. 

8. The logic module defined in claim 1 further compris 
ing: 

a final shift register Stage output connection usable in 
parallel with the look-up table Selection control cir 
cuitry. 

9. Programmable logic circuitry comprising: 
first and Second logic modules, each as defined in claim 

8; and 
cascade connection circuitry configured to connect the 

final shift register Stage output connection of the first 
logic module to a data input of the shift register of the 
Second logic module. 

10. The programmable logic circuitry defined in claim 9 
further comprising: 

Selection circuitry configured to allow an output Signal of 
the look-up table selection control circuitry of either of 
the first and Second logic modules to be output. 

11. The logic module defined in claim 1 further compris 
ing: 

a data input terminal of the shift register circuitry con 
nected to an address input lead of the look-up table 
Selection control circuitry. 

12. The logic module defined in claim 11 wherein the 
address input lead to which the data input terminal is 
connected is a low order address input lead. 

13. The logic module defined in claim 11 further com 
prising: 

Substitute address Signal circuitry configured to Supply a 
Substitute address signal to the address input lead when 
the shift register circuitry is being used. 

14. The logic module defined in claim 13 wherein the 
Substitute address Signal circuitry is at least partly shared 
with at least one other Similar logic module. 

15. The logic module defined in claim 14 wherein the 
logic module and the other similar logic module each 
include programmable inversion circuitry configured to 
Selectively invert a signal from the Substitute address cir 
cuitry. 

16. A digital processing System comprising: 
processing circuitry; 
a memory coupled to Said processing circuitry; and 
a programmable logic integrated circuit device including 

a logic module as defined in claim 1 coupled to the 
processing circuitry and the memory. 
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17. A printed circuit board on which is mounted a pro 
grammable logic integrated circuit device including a logic 
module as defined in claim 1. 

18. The printed circuit board defined in claim 17 further 
comprising: 

a memory mounted on the printed circuit board and 
coupled to the programmable logic integrated circuit 
device. 

19. The printed circuit board defined in claim 17 further 
comprising: 

processing circuitry mounted on the printed circuit board 
and coupled to the programmable logic integrated 
circuit device. 

20. A logic module for use in a programmable logic 
device comprising: 

look-up table Selection control circuitry; 

shift register circuitry; and 

interconnection circuitry connecting the shift register cir 
cuitry to the look-up table Selection control circuitry So 
that the look-up table Selection control circuitry Selects 
Successive shift register output signals in response to 
Successive Gray-coded Selection control Signals 
applied to the look-up table Selection control circuitry. 

21. The logic module defined in claim 20 further com 
prising: 

a plurality of memory circuits, and 
Switching circuitry configured to allow the look-up table 

Selection control circuitry to alternatively access the 
shift register circuitry and the memory circuits. 

22. The logic module defined in claim 20 further com 
prising: 

a plurality of memory circuits, 

additional Selection control circuitry connected to the 
memory circuits, and 

output Selection circuitry configured to Select either one of 
the look-up table Selection control circuitry and the 
additional Selection control circuitry as a Source of an 
output signal. 

23. A logic module for use in a programmable logic 
device comprising: 

look-up table Selection control circuitry; 

shift register circuitry including a plurality of master latch 
circuits connected in a Series via interspersed slave 
latch circuits, and 

interconnection circuitry connecting the master and Slave 
latch circuits to the look-up table Selection control 
circuitry in Gray-code order. 

24. The logic module defined in claim 23 further com 
prising: 

a plurality of memory circuits, and 

routing circuitry configured to allow the look-up table 
Selection control circuitry to alternatively access the 
master and Slave latch circuits and the memory circuits. 
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25. The logic module defined in claim 23 further com 
prising: 

a plurality of memory circuits, 
additional Selection control circuitry connected to the 
memory circuits, and 

output Selection circuitry configured to Select either one of 
the look-up table Selection control circuitry and the 
additional Selection control circuitry as a Source of an 
Output signal. 

26. The logic module defined in claim 23 further com 
prising: 

clear circuitry configured to clear all of the master and 
slave latch circuits in parallel. 

27. The logic module defined in claim 23 wherein each 
master and Slave latch circuit is configured to provide an 
output Signal to the interconnection circuitry having the 
Same polarity as the preceding master or Slave latch circuit 
when the master or Slave latch receives data from the 
preceding master or Slave latch circuit. 

28. The logic module defined in claim 23 further com 
prising: 

a final Slave latch circuit output connection usable in 
parallel with the interconnection circuitry connections 
to the look-up table Selection control circuitry. 

29. Programmable logic circuitry comprising: 

first and Second logic modules, each as defined in claim 
28; and 

cascade connection circuitry configured to connect the 
final slave latch circuit output connection of the first 
logic module to a data input of a first master latch 
circuit of the Second logic module. 

30. The programmable logic circuitry defined in claim 29 
further comprising: 

Selection circuitry configured to Select an output signal of 
the look-up table selection control circuitry of either of 
the first and Second logic modules for application to a 
common node. 

31. The logic module defined in claim 23 further com 
prising: 

a data input terminal of a first of the master latch circuits 
connected to an address input lead of the look-up table 
Selection control circuitry. 

32. The logic module defined in claim 31 wherein the 
address input lead to which the data input terminal is 
connected is a least Significant address input lead. 

33. The logic module defined in claim 31 further com 
prising: 

Substitute address Signal circuitry configured to Supply a 
Substitute address signal to the address input lead when 
the shift register circuitry is being used. 

34. The logic module defined in claim 33 wherein the 
Substitute address Signal circuitry is at least partly shared 
with at least one other Similar logic module. 

35. The logic module defined in claim 34 wherein the 
logic module and the other similar logic module each 
include programmable inversion circuitry configured to 
Selectively invert a signal from the Substitute address cir 
cuitry. 
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36. Programmable logic device circuitry comprising: 
a plurality of logic module circuits, each including shift 

register circuitry shifting data in response to a clock 
Signal; 

first and Second clock Signal conductors, 
first and Second clock Signal Sources, 
routing circuitry configured to apply signals from the first 

and Second clock signal Sources to the first and Second 
clock signal conductors, respectively, and alternatively 
to apply the Signal from the first clock Signal Source to 
the first clock Signal conductor and to apply an inver 
Sion of the Signal from the first clock signal Source to 
the Second clock signal conductor, and 
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Selection circuitry associated with each of the logic mod 
ules and configured to Select either of the first and 
Second clock signal conductors to provide the clock 
Signal for the associated logic module. 

37. The programmable logic device circuitry defined in 
claim 36 further comprising: 

first and Second enable signal Sources, and 
first and Second gate circuits configured to respectively 

pass the Signals from the first and Second clock Signal 
Sources to the routing circuitry when respectively 
enabled by Signals from the first and Second enable 
Signal Sources. 


